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The main tool is a set of functional equations in strategy space.
I ' Two Import-int Scar,-h .
. rcblemi
The first scarcil oroblem considers an object hidden in the kth of n boxes with probability p," A search strategy for finding it is a permutation of a subset of the first n integers saying what to do next it the object has riot yet been found. Thus (9,2,`,...) is interpreted to mean that box 9 is to be searched first;
if the object is not found then box 2 is searched, etc.
In this section we consider the simplified model in which a search of a box containing the object is sure to be successful, although this assumption is later relaxed.
A search of box k costs ck it' it is unsuccessful and xk it" it is successful.
Thereare at least two kinds of such searches. In a detection search, the goal is to find an object in some search of some box. In a whereabouts search, the goal is to state correctly at the end of a search which box contains an object. This can be accomplished either by finding an object in the search, as in the detection case, or, alternatively by guessing correctly at 'the end of an unsuccessful search which box contains an object. See Kadane (1971) for a treatment of optimal whereabouts search.
In this paper, the first search problem is to determine a search strategy that includes each fcf th-bo-xEs and minimizes the expected cost of a detection search.
An earlier papt:.r (Kadane (1968)), deals with maximizing thL probabLility of a succeŽssful detectlotn search spending no minre tihan some budgt !I (wben x. k for all k). j
2.
Let o,=.,~ be any two dis,,uiont strateGies. Trien e= O~-is a stratetry which loo)cks f'irst at the boxes. sýect: iCd by 011 F n the ordeýr specI Vi'ed b; N51
and thon at the boxes-i specified by 2,
Lnr the o rderi spec ifled by oý: unitil U>:t()ijct is focunct or 0 is 7exhausted.
Al so le(,.t a.-to the strateg,-y consisting of a search at box k only.
For any strateg-,y a, Ict X(o) be the expected cost of a,
F(o)
be the probability that o -is su,2cessful arid C(o) bc the cost of a it'f is unsucc-essful. Ttitri We have the Initial conditions Xkc)
and the recurrence relations
The first equation in ( 
where m is a fixed number.
For an empty strategy A, we take
First we estaolish a basic theorem about the system 2.1-5:
With the above deffnitions, F, F and G are defined consistently on strings of arbitrary length. In particular
The proofs of (2.6) and (2.7) are similar, and are therefore omitted. Proof:
QED
(a) Let m=0, and make the substitutions indicated.
(1.2) is immediate.
(b) Let mr--i, and consider (2.3):
Now the second equation of (1.5) is immediate.
Next consider (2.1):
Sv(01) + s(OI)v(02)
which reproduces the first equation of (1.5)
Finally, c.nslder (2.2):
which again reproduces the first equation of (1.5).
This shows that the substitutions yield a consistent set of equations identical with (1.5).
QED.
The fact that the first equation of (1.5) has two (identical) generalizations i-n (2.1) and (2.2) causes no problem in the sequel.
Thus the system (2.1) to (2.5) Is a class of' sequential problems including both search problems proposed in section 1.
8.
.
5: Constraints
Reconsider the first search problem of section 1 where now there is a probability 01j,k of overlooking the object in the Jth search of box k given that it is in box k and has not been found before the Jth search of box k. Then the unconditional probability Pj,k that the Jth search of box k is successful (Lf it is in the search strategy) satisfies
Additionally the Jth search of box k can be supposed to coit some amount c if it is unsuccessful and xjk if it is J,k j, Clearly feasible strategies are the only ones which make sense.
9.
Constraints of this type are called "parallel" because they can be graphi as n porallel liries, cne for each box, indicating that the jth search of box k must be preceeded by the J-lst of box k and must precede the kJ+ 1)st search of box k.
A similar generalization of the second problem wouid have immediate predecessor of s2 and s2 is an immediate successor of sI.
The immediate graph C is formed by (sips2) • C-1f sI is an immediate successor of s2.
The case of parallel constraints is then seen to satisfy the restriction that every search has no more than one immediate predecessor and no more than one immediate successor.
A cycle is a sequence of arcs such that
(1) each arc Uk; 1 < k K q, has one endpoint in common with k_1
and the other endpoint in common with Uik+.
(2) t:ne same arc does not appear twice A connected gra -h is a grapih which contains, for every two nodes x and y, a chain from x to y. Since the relation, x=y or tnere is a chain from x to y, is an equivalence relation, the equivalence classes divide S into connected components. Finally a tree is a connected graph without cycles, and a forest is a graph without cycles, i.e., a graph whose connected components are trees.
,
11.1
A forest is thus a more general structure than parallel constraints.
The theory of sections 4 and 5 applies to an arbitrary graph of constraints on S. However the Garey reduction algorithm of Section 5 applies especially well to finite forests.
,, Further details about graph theory may be found in many books, for example those of Berge (1962 Berge ( ,1975 ).
12.
4: Search Over a P artially Ordered Set
In this section we prove a theorem about the optimal -.
strategy for every member of the class oi" problems introduced in Section 2 under arbitrary partial ordering constraints. Thus this section generalizes the main result of" Simon and Kadane (1975) .
from the second search problem to the entire class.
Before stating and proving the theorem, a few lemmas are necessary. Let S(a) = 1+mG(a), where G is defined 'n 2.)
Lemma 2: Then
Proof:
Q.E.D.
We seek to minimize F over strategies.
where a is a strategy.
A strategy on a set of nodes T is any ordering of the nodes of T that satisfies the order constraints on those nodes. Let hence is not optimal.
Proof:
Using Lemma 2,
14. If D is contained in no best set of" T arid F(eh) < then the improvement above I: ctr~ct.
1-I

LA5.
Lemma 3 Let A and AUB_ be initial sets of T such that:-
A is the best set of T, with btst strategy t(A) a and If AU B is not a best set of T, then j i(a) > O(ab)
But G(ab) ,6(a) > G(ab)/(.ab).
Thus G(ab) ý(a) > ý(a)G(a) + [i + mG(a) (b)G(b).
Expanding the left-hand side,
i.e., 9ý,a) >_ 6(b).
If AU B is not a best set of T, then G(ab)O(a) > G(ab)O(ab) implies O(a) > O(b)
by the same arFument.
16. 
Q.E.D. Proof.
By repeated applLcatlon oa' Theorem 2r.
i8,
We now proceed to tjjfý pr. 
A.=(A a)
A 1 -the best permutation of (a,+,...ar)
*V
Ai -(a +•A _•)
For consistency define Considering the individual termns of tihe suwanation, we have:
But, by Lemma 6,
we get, 
This is the result we want, and the first statcrment in the theorem i., proved.
whi.ch ctncludes the proof of theorem 4.
Theorem 4 implies the followl,:n-sti-uct.r.re for an optimal strategy:
Let BI be a best bloc of T, and c a best strategy of B 1 . and c is optimal. Q.E.D.
Corollary 2:
I' restrictions tt tI•.,:
n,:
:b ve an', rcmovuvd, o is still optimal.
Proof: Immediate from Ccrc.sarv i.
4~E.D.
I::
. arey Reduction Theorems .1
In a recent paper Garey (.L7-5) gives some theorems and an algorithm that reduces every problem that has a partial ordering restrict'on, and finds an optimal strategy for problems where the partial ordering graph C has an imined!ate graph C that forms a forest. Gare:y's results were proved for the second example of section 1. Let aR be an optimal solution to the original problem.
Since the original problem is the more restricted, v(R) > V(o).
Then V(o) = V(OR) and a is optimal for the original problem.
The following theorems are duals to theorems 5 and 6. 
28.
of t Then every optimal solution for the modified problem is also a solution to the original problem.
The proofs of Theorems 7 and 8 are the same as those of Theorems 5 and 6, respectively, with the sense of each constraint reversed, each inequality reversed, and each strategy reversed.
Garey then proposes the following reduction algorithm. Algorithm 1.
Step (a) Select a connected component, containing at least one constraint from the current reduced precedence graph. If none exists, go to step (i).
Step (b) Depending upon whether the component under consideration has no multiple immediate predecessors or no multiple immediate successors, go to either step (c) or step (f), respectively.
Step Step (e) For each immediate successor t' of t', replace the k 1 constraint t' to t' by a constraint from the immediate predecessor of t' to t'. Go to step (c).
, k
